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E4tech
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E4tech perspective: Strategy | Energy | Sustainability
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• International consulting firm, offices in UK and Switzerland

• Focus on sustainable energy, including electrified vehicles

• 21 years old this year, always independent

• Deep expertise in technology, business and strategy, market 
assessment, techno-economic modelling, policy support…

• A spectrum of clients from start-ups to global corporations

E4tech’s annual Fuel Cell Industry Review

www.FuelCellIndustryReview.com

http://www.fuelcellindustryreview.com/
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Interest in hydrogen is growing dramatically
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Hydrogen is getting very senior attention globally
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• The Hydrogen Council counts 53 members

• Mission Innovation launched a Renewable and Clean Hydrogen Innovation Challenge

• ETC and CCC* see multiple possible roles for hydrogen 

• EU energy ministers in Linz agreed to explore hydrogen energy

• The IEA and IRENA have renewable hydrogen on their agendas

• The June G20 meeting in Japan will have a hydrogen flavour

• The IEA is preparing a report

• Hydrogen is entering World Energy Council scenarios

• Familiarity is growing

• A clean storyline requires some linking of visions

*Energy Transitions Commission and Committee on Climate Change



Countries and companies seem to be vying for airtime
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There is no shortage of HFC Roadmaps

UK Hydrogen & FC Roadmap
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But why hydrogen? Why now?
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‘National’ policy has been the primary driver for fuel cell and hydrogen 
developments, and has set the stage

- Industrial policy
- GhG reduction
- Energy imports

- Air quality
- GhG reduction

- Industrial 
policy

- Air quality
- GhG reduction
- Energy imports
- Industrial policy

- GhG reduction
- Renewables use
- Industrial policy

- Industrial 
policy?

- Industrial 
policy

- Low C heat
- Air quality?
- Industrial policy? - Energy security

- GhG reduction
- Air quality
- Industrial policy
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- Industrial policy
- GhG reduction
- Energy exports

- Industrial policy
- Energy export



Hydrogen molecules facilitate the uptake of renewable electricity outside the 
power sector
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“H2@Scale”
Source: US DoE
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The decarbonisation (and air quality) agenda is mapping to industrial 
opportunity
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• Meeting global and local targets is increasingly an imperative

• China, Korea and Japan are coupling energy security / environmental constraints with industry-building

• Europe is trying to answer system questions – and the answer often includes hydrogen

• Batteries can’t and won’t deliver everything – and who owns the supply chain…?

• Hydrogen – and fuel cells – help legacy industries face existential threats:

• Oil & gas business models rely on molecules and pipeline infrastructure

• Auto companies ‘lose’ value with battery supply chains

• Utilities need to understand how power mixes with heat, mobility, storage

• The geopolitics is slower-moving

• But hydrogen might bring long term fuel price stability, and diversified supply as well as green credentials

• End-use applications are showing signs of becoming competitive
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Massive deployment of (clean) hydrogen energy 
is now a serious option
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Renewables are growing globally… and costs are dropping
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Source: IRENA Renewable Power Generation Costs in 2017
http://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2018/Jan/IRENA_2017_Power_Costs_2018.pdf

Source: IRENA, 2018
http://resourceirena.irena.org/gateway/dashboard/



At large scale, in regions with substantial full load hours, renewable 
hydrogen can compete with SMR
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Source: Cédric Philibert, IEA 2017 
https://www.iea.org/media/news/2017/Fertilizer_manufacturing_Renewables_01102017.pdf

Source: Fasihi et al, Techno-Economic Assessment of Power-to-Liquids (PtL) Fuels Production and 
Global Trading Based on Hybrid PV-Wind Power Plants, Energy Procedia 99 ( 2016 ) 243 – 268

https://www.iea.org/media/news/2017/Fertilizer_manufacturing_Renewables_01102017.pdf


We see our clients’ questions as ‘leading indicators’ – and they’re about 
scale, growth and sustainable business
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• Increasing numbers of market studies and industry landscapes for investors and companies looking at 
new markets

• Supply and value chains are important

• We are working with a major strategy firm on a hydrogen cost lever study for a consortium of companies

• ‘Power-to-X’ analyses mean looking at grids, storage, industrial markets

• Electrolyser scale-up, cost and roll-out will be essential

• Heavy duty applications are of great interest

• Understanding China is considered important!

• And meaningful scale means bigger business and consulting teams are looking at major industrial 
opportunities, solutions and investments:

• McKinsey and Roland Berger, Ricardo, Arup, WorleyParsons/Jacobs are all delivering significant hydrogen work
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Is ‘the industry’ there yet?
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2018 saw continued market growth: stationary fuel cells increased most in 
numbers, cars in MW. Not much was hydrogen-fuelled…
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www.FuelCellIndustryReview.com

http://www.fuelcellindustryreview.com/


The really good news is in groundlaying – strengthening supply chain and 
building capacity
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Growth is both likely – and achievable
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What next…?
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The breadth and depth of interest suggests this is NOT a hype cycle
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• Almost everyone is interested in hydrogen

• Almost everyone is touched by hydrogen

• I think it will happen… with us or to us



Thank you
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David Hart
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